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FRAXX     is a high-frequency technology. A non-
traumatic, gentle and precise method of tissue
vaporisation, using electromagnetic energy in the
Megahertz (MHz) frequency range. The lateral
heat developed in the cut tissue area is lower in
the MegaHertz (MHz) range than the thermal
damage caused by the kiloHertz (kHz) frequency.
This excellent incision results in high quality scars
and pieces for histological examination, such as
those made with a cold blade. The High
Frequency method provides an incision of
excellent quality, minimal bleeding, faster
healing, reduction of hypertrophic scars, minimal
postoperative discomfort and maximum
aesthetic results.
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The FRAXX equipped  exclusive SmartShot random
fractional shot control uses Radio Frequency (RF)
technology, which distributes sub-ablative energy
precisely, with a significant impact on the Dermis and
minimal damage to the epidermis. With this unique feature
of random energy distribution, called SmartShot , the
Megapulse FRAXX    provides a perfect effect, known as
thermal relaxation time, which keeps the tissue adjacent to
the vaporized microdots completely intact and healthy for
the formation of Neocollagenesis. Its effect is to promote
regeneration in the dermis at the level of the papillary-
reticular interface, through the stimulation of fibroblasts
with consequent synthesis of collagen and elastic fibers,
as well as epidermal regeneration given by the migration
of keratinocytes.
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Regeneration and Tightening effect: Skin       
regeneration occurs through collagen
contraction and renewal.

Does not form giant crusts: Unlike dermal
abrasion and deep peeling , Micro Fractionated
Radiofrequency generates microcrusts, which
leave the treated area on average between five
and seven days after treatment.

Minimum Down Time (recovery time): It is
quick, allowing the patient to return to their
normal daily activities almost immediately.



BENEFITS
Personalised treatment: The four treatment programs are
LOW (Gentle), MEDIUM (Moderate), FREE MODE (Free),
SIC ( Skin Impedance Control ), each one works with
different depths of penetration, according to the individual
treatment required. The selected treatment level delivers a
precise amount of RF energy to the exact layers on each
area of skin touched by the micro fractionated tip.
Low risk, quick recovery, minimal side effects: with small
phototype restrictions, due to this exclusive technology. The
possibility of hyperpigmentation is low compared to laser
treatment and minimal recovery time.
Modern, compact, easy and user-friendly design , provided
by Touch Screen technology .

 

FRAXX SKIN

VARIES FRACTIONAL TIPS FOR VULVAR AND BODY
TREATMENT



 
• Vulvar atrophy
• Dryness
• Urethral caruncle
• Problems in the vestibule (fissures and pain)
• Vulvar regenerative treatment
• Chronic vulvar itching (selected cases)
• Vulvar flaccidity
• Lichen Sclerosus
• Between others

INDICATIONS

• Vulvar atrophy
• Dryness
• Urethral caruncle
• Problems in the vestibule (fissures and pain)
• Vulvar regenerative treatment
• Chronic vulvar itching (selected cases)
• Vulvar flaccidity
• Lichen Sclerosu

For further
information

contact
+447789726554 

manager@medtechlasers.co.uk



‘Pick and choose your way‘  
FRAXX is equipped with a diverse range of handpieces

and customizable settings, enabling practitioners to
tailor treatments to individual patient needs. The

device's versatility allows it to adapt to various skin
types, ensuring optimal results across different medical

concerns.

Endless Consumables
FRAXX simplifies professional with its endless

consumables designed for the vast array of procedures
it offers. The platform ensures cost-effective and

convenient treatment sessions by eliminating the need
for constant restocking. This feature makes FRAXX an

economically viable choice for aesthetic practices.


